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In Part 2 we argued that most relevance ranking algorithms used for ranking text documents are based
on three fundamental features:
1. Document Frequency: the number of documents containing a query term.
2. Term Frequency: the number of times a query term occurs in the document.
3. Document Length: the number of words in the document.
This post discusses document length normalization.
Document length normalization is related to term frequency. Without length normalization, long
documents would tend to get ranked above shorter documents even if the term in question is important
in the short document but incidental to the topic of the long document.
In the example below, the 32 page book Well Water Testing Guide has 200 occurrences of the word
“water.” If we rank documents based on term frequency, we will use some function of the number of
occurrences of query terms. For the query [water], without length normalization, long documents such
as dictionaries and other reference books would be ranked higher than this book because they have
more occurrences (higher term frequency) of the word “water”.[i] In the chart below you can see that the
Engineering Index, which contains around 3, 000 occurrences of the word “water”, and the American
Encyclopaedic Dictionary, which contains about 2,000 occurrences of the word “water”, would be ranked
much higher than the short document Well Water Testing Guide. This is because they have many more
occurrences of the word “water” than the Well Water Testing Guide.

Title

Pages

Occurrences of
“water”

Occurrences of
“water” per page

“Well Water Testing Guide”

32

200

6.25
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“Engineering Index”

2,000

3,000

1.5

“American Encyclopaedic Dictionary”

700

2,000

2.9

One simple length normalization formula is to divide the number of occurrences by the length of the
document. For example, we can measure the length in pages and divide the number of occurrences
(term frequency) by the number of pages as seen in Column 4 above. Dividing the number of
occurrences by the number of pages increases the score of the 32 page document relative to the
dictionary and index because it has many more occurrences per page of the word “water.”
In practice, relevance ranking algorithms use more complex length normalization formulas, and there are
more complex considerations regarding length normalization. In order to understand the details, it will
be useful to discuss the history of length normalization in information retrieval.
History of Document Length Normalization
Early experiments with the SMART system in the 1970s and 1980s
In the early 1970’s and 1980’s Gerald Salton’s group at Cornell did extensive experiments with the SMART
information retrieval system. The SMART system is an implementation of the vector space model
designed for experimentation. The SMART system was designed so that particular choices for handling
term frequency, document frequency, and length normalization could be easily changed so that
researchers could study and compare different combinations of these components. In a series of
experiments based on twenty years of prior experimentation, Salton and Buckley (Salton and Buckley
1988) tested several different formulations of these three components. For example for the document
frequency component ( called collection frequency in the table below) they tried three different
formulations:
,

and
1 (no idf/collection frequency component)

The table below shows the components and formulas used in their 1988 experiments[ii]. Note that
inverse document frequency, idf, is called “collection frequency” in this early paper and in the chart
below:
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Each particular formulation of a component is designated by a letter. This allows the experimenter to
specify a particular combination of components using a series of letters. Since each of the three different
components could be used for weighting documents or for weighting queries, each particular
configuration of document and query weighting can be described by listing six letters such as “tfc*nfx.”
Salton and Buckley estimated that there were 1800 possible combinations of which 287 were unique.
They tested these against six standard test collections in order to determine which combination was best.
The test collections and documents they used were both very small: 25-50 word abstracts with
bibliographic data, bundled into collections of between 1,000 and 12,000 documents. The queries,
however, were very long by modern web standards, averaging 10-20 words.[iii]
Salton and Buckley found that the best combination of components varied with the collection and types
of queries. They attempted to describe how one could decide which combinations to use based on these
characteristics. For example, some combinations worked better with very long queries. [iv]
At the time, operational information retrieval systems were several orders of magnitude larger than these
test collections and various researchers suggested that a larger test collection was needed.[v]
The Text REtrieval Conference (TREC) in the 1990s
In 1992 the National Institute of Standards and Technology started the Text REtrieval Conference (TREC)
with an initial collection of 2GB of text. At the time, this was a big challenge for existing systems.[vi]
Document sizes in the TREC collections averaged around 300 words. However, a collection of relatively
long (average 1,500 words) documents from the Federal Register was added to the TREC collections to
serve as “noise” documents[vii] Collections were on the order of 500,000 documents. When the Text
Retrieval Conference started up, systems had difficulty dealing with the huge (for the time) collections
and the relatively large documents. As a result, over the first few years of the TREC conferences, various
techniques were developed to deal with long documents.[viii]
Okapi at TREC and BM25
The Okapi information retrieval system of City University London did not do well with the "large"
documents and "large" collections in TREC 1. As a result, between TREC 1 and TREC 3, the City University
London team did a number of experiments with their relevance ranking algorithm (with at least 25
different versions of their ranking algorithm.) [ix] The eventual outcome of these experiments was that
the core algorithm for the Okapi system (which was previously based only on idf) was modified to take
term frequency and document length into account. [x] One of the findings of the experiments was that
adding a tunable parameter to control the amount of length normalization improved retrieval results. In
TREC 3 this parameter was added, and the version of the algorithm , which is known as BM25 (Best
Match Algorithm Number 25), was first used. This algorithm has been widely used as a baseline
algorithm in information retrieval experiments for the last two decades.[xi]
In adapting the Okapi algorithms to deal with long documents, Stephen Robertson articulated the “scope
vs. verbosity” hypothesis:
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We may postulate at least two reasons why documents might vary in length. Some documents may simply
cover more material than others; an extreme version would have a long document consisting of a number
of unrelated short documents concatenated together (the ‘scope hypothesis”). An opposite view would have
long documents like short documents but longer; in other words, a long document covers a similar scope to
a short document, but simply uses more words (the “verbosity hypothesis”).
Robertson et al. (1994a ,1994b p 235)
Robertson argued documents that are long because they are verbose should be normalized and
documents that are long because they cover a wide scope should not be normalized. However, most
documents are long because of a mix of scope and verbosity: “The verbosity hypothesis suggests that we
should simply normalise any observed tfs by dividing by document length. The scope hypothesis, on the
other hand, at least in its extreme version, suggests the opposite. In a real collection of documents we will
observe variations in length, which might be due to either effect, or a combination.” Robertson and
Zaragoza (2009: p 359)
Since most documents are long because of a mix of scope and verbosity, Robinson’s practical solution to
this issue was to create a mixture model with a parameter “b” to control the mix of normalization vs no
normalization.[xii] Below is the part of the BM25 formula that deals with length normalization:

w = document score before length normalization
dl = document length.
avdl = average document length.
“b” is the tuning parameter that controls the mix of normalization/non-normalization to
compensate for scope vs verbosity.
“b” is a number between 0 and 1. Think of it as percentage normalization
If b is set to 1, then the equation becomes:

This is 100% normalization and favors the verbosity hypothesis. If average document length were 100
words and you had a document with 200 words then the score would be multiplied by ½.
If b is set to 0, the equation just multiplies the weight by 1 so there is no normalization.

As implemented, the BM25 algorithm does not attempt to determine whether a particular document
being ranked is long because it covers a wide scope or because it is verbose or any specific mix between
the two. The same value of “b” is used for every document in a collection.
The “b” parameter of BM25 is tuned to general collection characteristics by testing it against a training
collection of documents, queries, and relevance judgments that are similar to the collection to be used in
production. Parameters are tweaked to produce the best results on some measure of relevance. In tests
on various TREC collections and other IR research collections this strategy of tuning the algorithm has
proven to be effective.
SMART catches up
From the 1960s until TREC started in 1992, the SMART information retrieval system from Cornell was one
of the leading systems and was generally used as the baseline system for testing new systems and
algorithms. By the third TREC, the SMART system was not doing nearly as well as the Okapi system from
City University.[xiii] Amit Singhal, a graduate student in Salton’s group at Cornell (now senior VP of
Google and the head of the Google core relevance ranking team ) investigated why SMART was doing so
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much worse than Okapi. Singhal determined that the comparatively poor performance of the SMART
algorithms was due to Okapi’s superior document length normalization. [xiv]
In his analysis, Singhal sorted documents that were judged relevant in the TREC collections by size and
then put them into equal size bins. Using the median document size for each bin, he then graphed the
probability of relevance. He discovered that the SMART system was doing too much length
normalization (i.e. reducing the score based on the length of the document.) Thus as a result the
SMART system was biased against long documents. The system was retrieving shorter documents with a
probability greater than their probability of relevance and longer documents with a probability smaller
than their probability of relevance.
In the figures below, the graph on the left shows a smoothed representation of the probability of
relevance and probability of retrieval using SMART’s default (cosine) term frequency normalization.[xv]
In order to move the probability of retrieval closer to the probability of relevance, scores for documents
smaller than a “pivot point” need to be reduced, and scores for documents longer than the pivot point
need to be increased.
Singhal explained that the probability of retrieval is inversely proportional to the normalization factor.
[xvi] The figure on the right shows how the normalization factor needs to be modified and demonstrates
the “pivot. For documents shorter than the pivot point the normalization factor needs to be increased
(which will decrease the scores of short documents), and for documents longer than the pivot point the
normalization factor needs to be decreased (which will increase the scores of long documents.) Note
that the slope of the line is controlled by a tunable parameter (alpha in the chart on the right).

Singhal did his doctoral thesis on length normalization (Singhal 1997). By using his "pivoted document
weight normalization", the Cornell team got results comparable with the Okapi team.[xvii] Singhal’s
methodology has been replicated in a number of subsequent studies, and most groups using the vector
space model have adopted Singhal’s pivoted normalization method.
We suspect that the default Solr/Lucene ranking algorithm, which is loosely based on the vector space
model, suffers from the same problem of ranking short documents too high and long documents too
low. Robert Muir contributed a patch that implements “pivoted document length normalization” for
Lucene. (https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/LUCENE-2187) However, the patch has not been
incorporated into Lucene, probably because the implementation of newer algorithms such as BM25,
Language Models, Informaton-Based Models and Divergence from Randomness were considered a
higher development priority.
Tuning Parameters
Both BM25 and “Pivoted Document Length Normalization” have parameters that need to be tuned to the
characteristics of a document collection. More recent algorithms--such as the Divergence from
Randomness (DFR) and Information-Based algorithms--also have tunable length normalization
parameters.[xviii]
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The values for these parameters are determined empirically by using a test collection of documents,
queries, and relevance judgments, and doing a parameter sweep to optimize a particular retrieval
effectiveness metric, such as mean average precision (MAP).[xix] There are several important points
here:
1. The optimal parameter settings differ for different collections and may be impacted by
characteristics of documents, queries, and relevance judgments[xx]
2. The values for the parameters are not determined by a theoretically justified method, nor are they
determined based on some particular quantifiable property of the documents, queries or
relevance judgments.[xxi]
3. Because the parameter settings are collection-specific, for optimal results they have to be
empirically determined for each collection. In practice a test collection that is similar to the
collection used in production is generally used.[xxii]
The empirical approach to tuning length normalization parameters using test collections has proven to
be effective in tests on various TREC collections and other IR research collections. However, there remain
many unanswered questions for a practitioner working with production systems:
1. Given a large production collection, such as the 11 million volume HathiTrust corpus, what criteria
should be used for creating a representative test collection? [xxiii]
A. How large does a test collection need to be compared to the target (production)
collection? The INEX Book Track test collection contains about 50,000 books. Would
results of experiments on the INEX Book Track test collection apply to a collection such as
HathiTrust that is two orders of magnitude larger?
B. What are the important properties of documents, queries, and relevance judgments that
need to be similar between the production collection and the test collection?
2. Given limited resources, how can the relevance judgments needed for a test collection be
collected at a reasonable cost?[xxiv]
3. How should length normalization be applied in different types of collections or different user
tasks? Are there particular properties of documents, queries, or relevance judgments that might
call for a different type of length normalization?
The TREC ad hoc collections used in almost all of the studies of length normalization (including both
Robertson’s Okapi work and Singhal’s SMART work) make some specific assumptions about user needs
and relevance that may not apply to different tasks or collections. The next post will discuss the
assumptions used in the TREC ad hoc collections and their implications for relevance ranking of booklength documents.
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Sparck Jones et al. (2000 p 813)
[xiii] The Inquery system from UMASS CIIR also was doing significantly better than SMART (Singhal
1996b:619)
[xiv] See for example: Singhal et al. (1996b. p 626) “…the probability of retrieving a document of a certain
length using the weighting scheme of the Okapi system has a very stong correlation with the probability
of finding a relevant document of about the same length…We believe that this strong correlation is the
main reason behind the superior retrieval effectiveness of Okapi’s term weighting scheme.”
[xv] Note that the probability of relevance increases with document length. Losada et al. (2008) cite
other work showing that the probability of relevance increases with document length. However, they go
on to investigate several collections and compare document lengths in the collection as a whole with the
document lengths of the judged documents. They conclude that the prior findings of a relationship
between document length and relevance may be a result of pooling bias.
[xvi] Singhal 1996b p 627-628.
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[xvii] Buckley (in Voorhees and Harman 2005: p 308) reports that “pivoted document normalization
“..fundamentally changed every approach we had been taking” He then describes how the SMART team
discovered that many of the techniques they used to improve retrieval in TREC-3 were successful only
because they incidentally made some change to the document length of retrieved documents.
[xviii] Both DFR and IB require both choosing a normalization algorithm from a list of available
algorithms and tuning a length normalization parameter: “c” (See
http://lucene.apache.org/core/4_9_0/core/org/apache/lucene/search/simila...). DFR does have several
parameterless models. One of them is DFRFree
(http://terrier.org/docs/current/javadoc/org/terrier/matching/models/DFRe...). The language modeling
algorithms also have tuning parameters that are called “smoothing” parameters, but Losada and
Azzopardi (2008) and Zhai and Lafferty (2001) find that the smoothing parameters also serve a length
normalization function. There is a substantial amount of research to that attempts to create models that
do not need parameters and can still be computed efficiently, however, to our knowledge, these
methods are not widely used. See for example Amati 2006, He and Ounis 2007, Lv and Zhai 2011.
[xix] See Robertson and Zaragoza 2009 section 5 for discussion of parameter optimization. A recent
paper (Schuth et al. 2014) suggests that parameters (of BM25) can be learned using click logs, which
would avoid the need to build a test collection and gather manual relevance judgments. However, the
paper used a simulation of user clicks based on query logs and judgments from a test collection to test
the method. Hopefully the method will be implemented and tested in a live search engine which would
make the results more convincing. One problem with any click-based tuning method is that such
methods are good for fine-tuning an algorithm that is already good, but not very good for algorithms
that may place relevant documents below the 2nd or 3rd page of results. Users are unlikely to visit
results pages beyond the first few pages, so the learning algorithm is unlikely to get clicks/feedback
about relevant documents far down on the result list.
[xx] Zobel and Moffatt (1998) found it was difficult to predict which types of parameter combinations
would work best for a particular combination of query type and collection. (See also endnote iv).
[xxi] In discussion of a precursor to BM25, Robertson states: “The drawback of these two models is that
the theory says nothing about the estimation of the constants or rather parameters k1 and k2. It may be
assumed that these depend on the database and probably also on the queries and on the amount of
relevance information available.” 1993 sec 7.1 In an article on the history of IR evaluation Robertson
states "...theories or models tend to be the subject of experimental investigation *only* in terms of the
effectiveness of the resulting system. Seen as an application of the usual scientific method, of
challenging theories by trying to derive falsifiable consequnces, which may then be tested
experimentally, this is extremely limited. (Robertson 2008 p 452) See also the discussion in Fuhr 2012
and Fuhr 2010. The REFORM project led by ChengXiang Zhai tries to address these issues:
“Although many different retrieval models have been proposed and studied ever since the beginning of the
field of IR, there has been no single model that has proven to be the best. Theoretically well-motivated
models all need heuristic modifications to perform well empirically. It has been a long-standing scientific
challenge to develop principled retrieval models that also perform well empirically. Existing retrieval models
have several fundamental limitations:
(1) The performance of a retrieval model is highly sensitive to the document collections and queries in
an unpredictable way.
(2) A model that performs well on some data set may perform poorly on another data set.
(3) Heavy parameter tuning must be done manually to achieve optimal performance.
In this project, we aim to develop novel retrieval models that are robust (w.r.t. the variation of document
collections and queries), effective (in terms of retrieval accuracy), and can guarantee optimality to certain
extent.” http://sifaka.cs.uiuc.edu/ir/proj/reform/
[xxii] Another option used in research situations when there is no production collection is to split a test
collection into a test and training collection. The algorithms are tuned on the training collection and
then tested on the test collection. In the TREC ad hoc runs for example, generally training data from
previous TREC runs is used (See for example Singhal 1996b.)
[xxiii] Jones et al. 2014 find that experiments with breaking a collection into “subcollections” raise several
questions about what constitutes a “representative” collection. When HathiTrust moves to an algorithm
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that requires tuning, we would either need to create a test collection or use an appropriate existing test
collection for tuning. The INEX Book Track has a collection of 50,000 books that is somewhat similar to
the content of HathiTrust. There are a number of issues with using this collection. The HathiTrust corpus
contains over 11 million volumes or more than two orders of magnitude more documents. With the
exception of some work on why link evidence and anchor text (used in production scale web search
engines) did not appear to help the ad hoc task in the web (See Koolan and Kamps 2010 and references
therin), we are not aware of any research on how the findings of experiments in relatively small test
collections can be extrapolated to production collections that are two or more orders of magnitude
greater in size. The queries used in the 2007 INEX Book Track are in general much more underspecified
than most of the queries we see in the HathiTrust query logs. The INEX Book Track collection and the
issues of building a test collection will be discussed in future blog posts.
[xxiv] Collecting a sufficient quantity of high quality relevance judgments is the major bottleneck in
creating test collections for information retrieval research. There is a large literature on the trade-offs
involved in various methods for reducing the cost of gathering judgments. See Sanderson (2010) and
Carterette et al. (2010) for an overview of the issues. Kazai (2009) details some of the issues in creating
the INEX book track collections. Kazai's work include extensive investigation of crowdsourcing relevance
judgements for book retrieval. See publications listed at http://www.gabriella-kazai.com. Alonso (2013)
provides a good discussion on the amount of work involved in doing industrial strength crowdsourcing
for relevance judgment. A future blog post will discuss test collections in more detail.
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